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Abstract
Philip the Bold (1342-1404) was a French prince, duke of Burgundy and count of Flanders. His tomb, finished in 1411 and
now in the Musée des beaux-arts de Dijon, is most famous for its set of 41 mourning sculptures. These figures have caused
some confusion for scholars because, despite being highly individualised, no one has been able to determine their
individual identities. This paper will argue that this is because their identity is a collective one. Drawing on Christine de
Pizan’s descriptions of and eulogies to Philip as well as the political rhetoric within Philip’s own patent letters, this paper
will argue that in the early Burgundian state to mourn the death of a duke was a means to represent and enact an idealised,
loving relation between lord and subject. By being represented as mourned by a diversity of classes on his tomb, Philip
was represented as a lord beloved by all for ruling for the ‘common good.’ This was a political ideology that was
conditioned by the relatively even and delicate balance of power between the duke and the Flemish towns under his
control in the wake of the 1379-85 Flemish rebellion. Philip was a ruler who depended on wider allegiance of a broad
diversity of urban and noble elites than his forebears and successors. His rhetoric of the common good is an appropriation
of the middle-brow ideology of his urban Flemish subjects and is used to make him appear to be a ruler who operates
through dialogue and consent. It is also a set of ideals that finds form in Philip’s actual funeral and in the mourners of his
tomb, who form a collective identity of diverse classes and personalities, without expressing the loyalties of any particular
set of classes or factions.

Philip the Bold (1342-1404) was the son of John II, the brother of Charles V, the uncle of Charles VI. As a French Prince,
Duke of Burgundy and Count and Flanders, and the most powerful co-regent of France during the Kings long spells of
mental illness, he became the most powerful figure in French politics for over two decades before his death in 1404. Why
then, this paper asks, did his famous funeral monument, now in the Museum of Fine Arts in Dijon, incorporate 41 figures
of praying mourning and clerical figures?1 The answer to this question reveals how rulers had to appeal to the potential
rebellions and alliances that could be formed in the increasingly diverse social landscape of late medieval France and
Flanders.
There is one clear precedent for the use of mourners for a royal tomb. The tomb of Louis of France (†1260, aged
seventeen), the son of Louis IX, incorporated mourners led by bishops.2 Mourners represent lay persons, perhaps the
friends, relatives and allies of the deceased, wearing the black robes traditionally worn at funerals from around the mid
thirteenth century. As Louis de France was a relatively politically insignificant figure, it has been argued that his tomb is
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primarily concerned with the salvation of his soul which is why a funerary ritual was represented on his tomb.3 It has
similarly been argued that the mourners of Philip’s tomb are intended to encourage prayer for the Duke’s soul, and their
purpose is therefore primarily a religious one.4 However, in my PhD thesis I have shown that if one reads the descriptions
of French chroniclers and writers of Philip’s death – those of Christine de Pizan, Enguerrand de Monstrelet and Georges
Chastellain – other motivations emerge.5 For brevity, I am going to discuss only Christine de Pizan, who was a court poet
to Charles V, Charles VI and Philip the Bold, and the latter was her most important patron at the point of his death.6 She
wrote the following ballad in response to Philip’s death, that I have given on the handout: 7
5 Plourez la mort de cil qui par desserte

Weep for the death of him whom for his desert

Amer devez, et par droit de lignage,

You should love, and for right of lineage

Vostre loyal, noble oncle, le très saige,

Your loyal, noble uncle, the most wise,

Des Bourgongnons prince et duc excellent:

Excellent prince and duke of the Burgundians

Car je vous di, qu’en mainte grant besongne,

Because I say to you, in many great matters

10 Encor dirés très fort à cuer dolent
“Affaire eussions du bon duc de Bourgongne”.

Henceforth you will say very loudly with mournful heart,
“If only we had the service of the good Duke of Burgundy”8.

Plourez, Berry! Et plourez tuit si hoir,

Weep, Berry! And weep, all his heirs,

Car cause avez! Mort la vous a ouverte.

For you have cause! Death has given it to you.

Duc d’Orlians, moult vous en doit chaloir!

Duke of Orléans, it must be of great importance to you!

15 Car par son sens mainte faulte est couverte.

Because by his wisdom many faults are guarded against

Duc des Bretons, plourez! car je suis certe

Duke of the Bretons, weep! Because I am certain

Qu’affaire arés de luy en vo jeune aage.

That you will have need of him in your young age.

Plourez, Flamens, son noble seignourage!

Weep, Flemish people, his noble lordship!

Tout noble sanc, alez vous adoulant;

All of noble blood, go, grieving;

20 Plourez ses gens! Car joye vous eslongne,

Weep, his people! For joyfulness is leaving you,

Dont vous dirés souvent en vous doullant

Wherefore you will say often in your mourning,

“Affaire eussions du bon duc de Bourgongne”.

“If only we had the service of the good Duke of Burgundy”.

Plourez, Roÿne! et ayés le cuer noir

Weep, Queen! And have a black heart

Pour cil par qui fustes au trosne offerte.

For him by whom you were offered to the throne.

25 Plourez, dames, sans en joye manoir!

Weep, ladies, without living in happiness!

France, plourez! D’un pillier es deserte,

France, weep! You are deprived of a pillar,

Dont tu reçois escheq à descouverte.

Due to which you receive a manifest check,

Gard toy du mat quant Mort, par son oultrage,

Protect yourself from checkmate, since Death, outrageously,

Tel chevalier t’a tolu – c’est dommage.
30 Plourez, pueple commun, sans estre lent!

Has taken such a knight from you – it is a harm.
Weep, common people, without being slow!

Car moult perdez et chascun le tesmongne,

For you lose greatly and each can testify it

Dont vous dirés souvent, mat et relent:

So you will say often, afflicted and wretched:
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“Affaire eussions du bon duc de Bourgongne”.

‘If only we had the service of the good Duke of Burgundy’.

Prince royaulx, priez par bon talent

Royal princes, pray with good intent

35 Pour le bon duc! car sans moult grant parlonge

For the good duke! Because without much great delay

En voz consaulx de dire arés talent –

You will want to say in your counsel –

“Affaire eussions du bon duc de Bourgongne”.

“If only we had the service of the good Duke of Burgundy”.

Like Philip’s mourners, who occupy a dual position as integral parts of the tomb as well as witnesses of it,9 the mourners
in the poem shift from being the objects described by the narrating voice to the vocalising agents of mourning in the
concluding refrain of each stanza (lines 11, 22, 33, 37). Like the mourners in the tomb, the poem uses this shift of voice to
persuade the reader to mourn for the Duke by interpellating them as part of the described collective of mourners. The
reader is not included directly in the list of those addressed to weep; they are rather persuaded to do so by the repeated
imperative to weep directed at a list of other agents, which not only include in a descending hierarchy the most important
political figures in France (the King and Queen, the Dukes of Berry, Orléans, and Brittany) but also social groups and
entire populations of persons – noble ladies, the peoples of France and Flanders, the poor. As Daniel Poirion pointed out,
the poem’s intention is to produce a “collective conscience” amongst the nobility, the peoples of France and of Flanders.10
De Pizan’s motivation for describing Philip as universally mourned was based in her political ideals. In the
ballad, the condition for remaining loyal to Philip the Bold at the point of his death is not principally the blood-relation of
those addressed, even if such relation is invoked, but rather that Philip was a virtuous ruler who made wise decisions. That
loyalty is justified more on the basis of Philip’s competence as a ruler than on his lineage is evident in the first stanza of
the ballad. The King of France is implored to “Weep for the death of him whom by desert/you should love, and by right of
lineage/your loyal, noble uncle, the most wise/ excellent prince and Duke of the Burgundians” (lines 4-9). Philip’s
deserving qualities precede his blood relation to the King in importance and his wisdom precedes his status as Prince and
Duke. Such deserving qualities and wisdom are described in the refrain: “If only we had the service of the good Duke of
Burgundy” where the mourned object is not the Duke directly, but his influence through service, and perhaps good
character or action.
The reason why widespread mourning can become associated with good governance in the writings of De Pizan
becomes evident if one looks into how she conceives of a good ruler. The good ruler, for De Pizan, was not just one who
had the virtues of reason, honour and wise judgement (virtues she attributes to Philip), but one who deployed such virtues
to rule for the “public good”. This political idea was used widely across Europe in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. It
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was revived in the thirteenth century from ancient authorities and can be found in the writings of Albert the Great, Thomas
Aquinas, John Buridan and Marsilio Ficino, among others.11 The idea was also commonly referred to in political
documents, including charters, ordinances, confirmations of privileges and political addresses.
The love that is displayed by the mourners in ballad 42 for a wise prince, one who ruled for the common good, is
explicated clearly in De Pizan’s political treatise Le Livre du corps de policie.12 Adapting an ancient topos, she here
argues that the political state is like a body and the three estates act as different organs within it.13 The good prince is one
who rules for the common good of the entire body itself rather than for his own good and that his virtues are “necessary to
govern well the body of the public polity”.14 Love is part of this governing relation. The prince “must singularly love the
public good and the benefit of it”.15 But the love should be mutual: “as we have said that the good prince must have love
and care for his subjects and people, and also the office of nobles, which are established for the protection and defence of
the people, we say also that the people must also have love, reverence and obedience for their prince.” In her Livre des fais
et de bonnes moeurs Charles V, De Pizan states this condition of mutual love between kings and subjects as occurring
between Charles V of France, for her an ideal king, and his subjects. He ruled for the common good,16 loved his subjects,17
and as a direct result, his subjects loved him: “he acquired the universal love of all persons”.18
The mourning in ballad 42 is therefore a very particular type of acclamation, one that praises the ruler on the basis
of his proven governmental competence, rather than his feudal status. I think the tomb is doing something very similar.
The mourners are a representation of the general love and regard Philip’s subjects had for their ruler. The reason why
Philip’s tomb, and the writings of one of his champions, would seek to construct this memory of Philip becomes evident if
one understands Philip’s own use of the common good idea. His use of this idea was not only similar to Christine’s, but
determined by a set of political relations he had established with the towns of Flanders he had inherited into his dominion.
Philip the Bold appealed to the common good idea in various contexts in his letters to the Flemish towns, but a
general pattern running through them is that they sought to appease the urban and mercantile interests of his Flemish
subjects. The common good is used with reference to confirming urban privileges, placing checks on local officials,
stabilising the currency, safeguarding the travel of merchants, opening trade to foreigners, and the need to reconstruct and
repopulate Flanders’ damaged and destroyed towns and villages in the aftermath of the 1379-1385 rebellion.19
This pattern of use is most evident in how Philip often associated the concept of “common good” with that of
marchandise. This latter term roughly translates as “mercantile-activity” or simply “trade”.20 Even if any quantitative
argument is compromised by the fact that not all of the material has survived, it is nevertheless striking that out of the 79
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published ordinances that mention the common good of Flanders, or of “the land” generally,21 47 of them are concerned
with promoting trade,22 and 41 of these refer to marchandise.23 This association of marchandise with the common good
was also a staple of the political rhetoric amongst the various classes and factions of the largest Flemish towns, Ghent,
Bruges and Ypres.24 For Philip, the appropriation of this rhetoric aimed to convince the assemblies of the Flemish towns
that they and he had mutual economic interests.
The ducal use of the common good rhetoric can only be fully understood when also framed within the context of
Philip’s inheritance of Flanders. By the time Philip became the Count of Flanders in 1384 various towns in that county had
been in revolt since 1379.25 What began as a trade battle between Bruges and Ghent quickly sparked a war between
Philip’s predecessors, Louis of Male, and a coalition of towns led by Ghent. For six years, Flanders became a site of open
warfare.
In the wake of this revolt, towns and villages had been depopulated, the inhabitants either lost in battle or in
flight.26 The same phrases that recall this damage recur in Phiip’s ordinances, including references to “great losses and
damages”, “commotions and rebellions”, “wars, dissensions and divisions”, towns that are “burned”, “scorched”,
“abandoned” and “destroyed”, or “overcome with debt”.27 It is therefore not surprising that Philip associated the common
good with the maintenance of peace and public order, especially during the early years of his rule as Count of Flanders.28
The most important document in this regard is the treaty of Tournai of December 1385.29 Written in French and Dutch this
treaty agreed peace between the Duke and the town of Ghent and thus marked an end to the rebellion. After
acknowledging the mercy requested by the Ghentenaars and the willingness of Philip to pardon them the opening
paragraph reads “for the common good of all the lands [bien commun de tout la pays/ tghemeene proffijt van al den lande]
to avoid all dissent that henceforth will be suppressed by our grace, for love and consideration of our good subjects, we
have ordained on the aforesaid supplications in the manner that follows:…”
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The “common good” is here deployed to

signify the need for peace and public order, and to “avoid dissent”, an idea actualised in the supplications of the treaty,
which reconfirmed all the privileges of Ghent and other towns, and granted more concessions to the Ghentenaars than they
requested by reinstating as citizens all those who had been exiled during the revolt.31
Although Philip the Bold and De Pizan have different motivations for their respective uses of the common good,
both are concerned with affirming the legitimacy of Philip’s rule. Philip was not the ruler of France by birth, but the fifth
son of the King’s grandfather, and De Pizan justifies Philip’s regency on the basis of his proven abilities as a ruler for the
good of all. Philip also found it difficult to be accepted as the natural lord of Flanders. To the rebels he would have been
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seen to embody the cultures and interests that they believed were opposed to their own. Philip was a French land-owning
magnate, and the war pitted the towns against the countryside, and, loosely, the Flemish against the francophone.32 But
more importantly, the war also concerned Flemish international economic interests against French ones. Due to the
importance of the wool trade with England for the Flemish economy, the rebels were concerned that Philip, in pursuing
French diplomatic and military interests, would threaten that trade when he became Count.33 It is therefore not surprising
that he justifies his own commands by associating the idea of the common good with marchandise, just as it was amongst
the political society of Flanders.
To conclude, the impetus given to the idea and practice of the prince’s negotiated rule during the regency of
France and in the wake of the Flemish rebellion explains why Philip’s tomb programme was developed. Adapting a term
from Bernard Guenée,34 Philip mourners, and his tomb monument more generally, are the most fully crystallised physical
and visual manifestation of the ideologies and ambitions of fourteenth- and fifteenth-century princes who had to operate
as, and who fashioned themselves as, men of negotiation.

Andrew Murray is a research Fellow at the Deutsches Forum für Kunstgeschichte, Paris.
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